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Expand event windows

To expand event windows, click the button on the top right 
corner of the slide deck window.

To adjust the slide size, drag the bottom right corner of the 
window.
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Event materials and recording
• The event recording will be available approximately one day 

after the webcast and can be accessed by using the same 
audience link used for the live webcast. 

• The recording and related materials will also be available at 
http://sraene.com/resources.

• To download the slide deck and materials for this 
presentation, click the “Resource List” icon at the bottom of 
your screen.

http://sraene.com/resources


Questions 
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To pose a question to the presenters or 
to the group, click on the Q&A icon at 
the bottom of your screen, type your 
question, and submit your question. 

• Please note, your questions can be 
seen only by the presentation team 
and are not visible to attendees.



Technical assistance

• If you are experiencing technical difficulties, please visit 
our Webcast Help Guide by clicking on the “Help” icon 
below the presentation window. 

• To submit technical questions, click on the Q&A icon.
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Group Chat & Polls
During the presentation we will pause for “Thinking Time” 
and you will be asked to respond in the Group Chat Box. 
Your responses will not be associated with your name or 
organization, rather it will be your registration ID. 
We will also pause for poll questions throughout the 
presentation.  The polls will be displayed directly on your 
screen.
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Survey

• At the end of the webinar you will asked to respond to a 
short survey to gather your feedback on the webinar. 
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Disclaimer

The views expressed in written training materials, publications, or 
presentations by speakers and moderators do not necessarily reflect 
the official policies of the U.S. Department of Health & Human 
Services (HHS); nor does the mention of trade names, commercial 
practices, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. 
Government.
This project is supported by the Family and Youth Services Bureau in 
the Administration for Children and Families at HHS under contract 
number HHSP233201500035I/HHSP23337031T.
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Interactive Webinar

Participant interaction planned throughout the webinar in 
four ways:
1. Pausing to allow “thinking time” for personal reflection
2. Incorporating poll questions 
3. Asking for your thoughts in the group chat feature
4. Responding to questions via the Q&A feature



Today’s learning objectives

By the end of the presentation, participants will be familiar with: 
• Measurement for improvement and how it differs from measurement for 

accountability and research
• The types of measures that are critical to continuous quality improvement 

(CQI)
• Data sources to support measurement for improvement
• How to use measures to support road testing and monitoring

All activities associated with today’s presentation are optional.
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Review of CQI steps
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CQI cycle
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Key steps within each phase

• Planning
• Identify and understand your challenge

• Strategy development
• Identify and prioritize strategies to test in your program

• Testing
• Develop plan to road test new strategy by identifying an implementation 

and data collection approach
• Conduct one or more road test cycles

• Assess results of road test
• Analyze feedback and decide next steps

• Implement strategy 
• Monitor progress



Purposes of Measurement
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Three purposes for measurement

1. Improvement
• Evaluate changes in practices

2. Accountability
• Identify exemplary or problematic performers

3. Research
• Develop and test theories about relationships between variables

Source: Carnegie Foundation
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What is measurement for improvement?

• Use: To identify promising strategies; results should feel 
relevant to frontline staff

• Frequency: When new strategies are tried; should be timely
• Testing: Sequential tests, learning cycles to build evidence
• Sample size: “Just enough data”; small sequential samples
• Context: Low-stakes; measures don’t have to be perfect, 

just good enough 

Lief Solberg, Gordon Mosser and Sharon McDonald Journal on Quality Improvement vol. 23, no. 3, (March 1997), 135-147.
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How does this differ from accountability?

• Use: For grant reporting/monitoring

• Frequency: Typically collected once or twice a year

• Testing: No theory; assessing overall performance

• Sample size: 100% of your program

• Context: Aligns with required performance measures

Carnegie Foundation - source
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How does this differ from research?

• Use: Inform the field
• Frequency: Once or twice per study
• Testing: One large test of theories
• Sample size: Comprehensive data; “just in case data”
• Context: Methods must meet standards of rigor

Lief Solberg, Gordon Mosser and Sharon McDonald Journal on Quality Improvement vol. 23, no. 3, (March 1997), 135-147.
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Thinking Time

Poll Question 1
• For what purposes are you collecting data (select all that 

apply)?
A. Improvement
B. Accountability
C. Research



Sharing Results – Poll Question 1
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 1

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• Share ways your program has engaged in measurement 

for improvement.
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Can data support multiple purposes?

Some accountability and research measures also work as 
improvement measures.
• Performance measures are useful for identifying challenges.

• Research measures (for example, observation data) may assess 
changes in outcomes after implementing program improvements.

Some measures only support improvement.
• For road tests, measures need to:

• Align with new strategies to assess what happened
• Be timely and accessible to inform further changes 



Improvement measures
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Types of measures

• Process Measures
• On-track/interim Measures
• Outcome Measures
• Balancing Measures
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Scenario
Challenge 

• Chronically absent participants
Root cause 

• Lack of belonging, connection to program
Strategy: 

• Facilitators send text messages to students who are absent 
immediately following their absence from a session

Ultimate aim
• Increase attendance
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Process measures

Ask: What happened?
• Examples:

• Did all absent students receive a text messages?
• How soon after missed sessions were text messages sent?
• What was the nature of the texts? What did facilitators say?
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On-track/interim measures

Ask: Did the strategy influence interim outcomes that are 
drivers of the ultimate aim?
• Example:

• Did the texts help absent students feel more connected to 
facilitators? The program? 
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Outcome measures

Ask: Did the strategy influence the ultimate aim?
• Examples:
• After implementing text messages: 

• Did attendance improve? 
• Are there fewer chronically absent participants? 
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Balancing measures

Ask: Did the strategy impact other parts of the program? 
Were there unintended consequences?
• Examples:

• Did facilitators have time to implement the strategy? 
• Did the added task of tracking and outreach take away from other 

tasks?
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Applying the four measures
Example:
Challenge

• Facilitators are experiencing a lot of classroom disruptions.
Overall strategy 

• Be intentional about developing a partnership with the classroom 
teacher to help with classroom management.

Specific steps
• Before the cohort begins, meet with teacher to review lessons. 

Explicitly discuss teacher’s role in classroom management.
• Debrief with teacher after each session.
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 2

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• How could you use each type of measure to assess the 

strategy?
• Process
• On-track
• Outcome
• Balancing
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Potential data sources to support improvement

• Program administrative data 
• Surveys
• Qualitative data

• Interviews 
• Focus groups
• Observations
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Program administrative data

• Program attendance
• Participant demographics 
• Program services data
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Examples of program administrative data
• Example strategy: 
• To improve the fit of the participants being referred to the 

program by partners, we will develop more targeted messaging 
for partners about the program target population

• Example measures from program administrative data:
• Process measures: 

• How many prospective participants were referred to the program? By 
whom? 

• Outcome measures: 
• Do the demographics of participants referred to the program match our 

target population?
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Surveys

• Existing tools
• Program satisfaction surveys 
• Participant entry and exit surveys for performance measures
• Fidelity logs

• Strategy specific tools
• Targeted surveys (~5 questions)
• Exit tickets (~1-2 questions)
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Examples of surveys
Example strategy: 
• Staff are struggling to balance classroom discussion and fidelity 

to the curriculum. Staff receive training on how to balance these.
Example measures from surveys:
• On-track measures: 

• Facilitator survey: do facilitators demonstrate greater confidence in 
delivering the curriculum effectively? 

• Outcome measures: 
• Fidelity log: Are staff able to complete all activities? 
• Student survey: Do students say they have ample opportunities to share 

their thoughts and experiences? 
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Thinking Time

Poll Question 2
• What types of surveys do you administer to participants?

• Participant satisfaction survey
• Pre-post survey
• Satisfaction and pre-post survey
• Other
• We don’t currently administer surveys to participants



Sharing Results – Poll Question 2
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Qualitative data

• Interviews
• 1-1 interviews
• Group interviews

• Focus groups
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Comparing interviews and focus groups

• Both capture experiences of participants or stakeholders
• Key differences are the role of the moderator and focus 

Focus group Interview
Who is involved? Group 1-1 or group

Role of moderator Responsible for facilitating a discussion; offer 
probes to keep conversation moving

Directs the interview; asks specific 
questions of person/people in 
interview

Focus of information Opinions and beliefs Facts and details

When to use -To capture broad range of views over a short 
period of time; limited capacity for 1-1 interviews
-To represent range of perspectives on a topic

-To understand a topic
-1-1 interview: sensitive or 
personal topic
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Examples of focus groups and interviews
Example strategy: 
• Curriculum isn’t resonating with participants. Make allowable 

adaptations to better relate to target population.
Example measures from focus groups/interviews
• Process measures:

• Facilitator interview: How did they present the adapted materials? 
• On-track measures: 

• Participant focus group: Do participants feel they connect more with 
revised materials? Do they have thoughts on how to further improve the 
materials?

• Outcome measures: 
• Facilitator interview: Do they perceive that participant engagement 

changed after the adaptations? 
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 3

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• In what ways have you used interviews or focus groups in 

your program to gather information? 
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Thinking Time

Poll Question 3
• Interview or focus group?
• Scenario: You want to hear from students who have been 

chronically absent to understand their needs and struggles.



Sharing Results – Poll Question 3
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Thinking Time

Poll Question 4
• Interview or focus group?
• Scenario: You want feedback on a specific lesson in the 

curriculum.



Sharing Results – Poll Question 4
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Thinking Time

Poll Question 5
• Interview or focus group?
• Scenario: You want to understand past experiences that 

youth have had with sexual risk avoidance programming.



Sharing Results – Poll Question 5
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Observations

Fidelity observations
• To assess fidelity and quality of delivery

Observations focused on improvement
• Is the program (or a specific part) working as expected?
• How did the strategy or change work in practice?
• Simple template for improvement observations (available 

in resource list)
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Examples of observations

Example strategy: 
• We’re having difficulty recruiting new partners, because 

they say they don’t have time to implement the program. 
• Shorten sessions and spread sessions over a longer period 

of time. 
Example measures for observations:
• Balancing measures: 

• Observe sessions to determine whether facilitators are able to
maintain fidelity and quality in shorter sessions.



Measurement to support road testing 
and monitoring
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Road test review

1. Conducted over short period of time or with a small group
2. Help program understand the implementation of a strategy 
3. Is this a feasible strategy to scale up?
4. Not used to assess ultimate outcome
5. Process, on-track, and balancing measures may be useful
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Road test scenario
Context: Operating a community-based program for middle 
and high school-aged youth after school
Challenge: Youth aren’t participating in group discussions
Strategy: Use team-building icebreakers at the start of 
sessions to foster group cohesion
SMART aim: Increase average engagement ratings 1-point 
by end of next semester
Road test: Implement one of the high school-aged groups for 
6 sessions and collect data
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 4

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• What are some process measures that could help you to 

understand how the strategy was implemented?
• *Our strategy: Use team-building icebreakers at the start 

of sessions to foster group cohesion.
• Process measure: What happened?
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 5

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• What are some on-track measures that could help you to 

understand whether the strategy is promising?
• *Our strategy: Use team-building icebreakers at the start of 

sessions to foster group cohesion.
• On-track measure: Did the strategy influence interim 

outcomes that are drivers of the ultimate aim?
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 6

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• What are some balancing measures that can help you to 

identify unintended impacts of the strategy?
• *Our strategy: Use team-building icebreakers at the start 

of sessions to foster group cohesion.
• Balancing measures: Did the strategy impact other parts 

of the program? Were there unintended consequences?
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Learning cycles in road tests
• Road tests should help you understand not just what works, but

what works for whom and under what conditions?
• Why do multiple tests?

• Start small and build - start with feasibility and progress to early
outcomes

• Examine results, refine, and retest
• Build evidence related to effectiveness

• When can you stop road testing?
• Determined feasibility of implementing the strategy
• Believe results would be consistent with further testing
• Tested in all relevant contexts
• Worked out issues with the strategy
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 7

In the Group Chat Box, provide a brief response to the 
following question:
• Do you need multiple road tests for your icebreaker 

strategy? Where should you do road tests?
• *Context: Operating community program for middle and 

high school-aged youth after school
• *Strategy: Use team-building icebreakers at the start of 

sessions to foster group cohesion
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Analyzing the data

• Upon completing each road test cycle, synthesize what
learned and apply insights to next cycle

• Questions to ask
• What worked consistently well?
• What was surprising?
• Does data suggest expected changes are obtained?
• How might we address challenges?

• Participatory data analysis can lead to diverse insights
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 8
You completed your first test with a cohort of high-school participants. You 
examine the following output from a student survey and conclude the strategy 
works and scale up. Is this the right decision? Explain.
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 9
You completed your first test with a cohort of high school youth. You 
examine the following output from fidelity logs completed by the facilitator. 
What do you conclude?
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Refine and retest

Example illustrates importance of multiple learning cycles
• When are you able to stop testing?

• Streamlined icebreakers to resolve fidelity issue
• Tested with middle school youth and observed positive results
• After a few tests, student survey shows consistently positive 

results related to belonging
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Implementation and monitoring

• Example:
• Share new practice with all staff

• Facilitators involved with testing share tips and lessons learned
• Monitor success of practice

• Continue to examine whether practice positively influences
belonging (on-track outcome)

• Monitor engagement to determine whether you meet your target
aim (primary outcome)
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 10

• What data collection could you undertake to monitor
implementation of the icebreaker strategy?
• To monitor your interim outcome?
• Your ultimate aim?
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 11

• Interim outcome: Results from student focus group to 
understand sense of belonging and connection appear 
promising.

• Key themes:
• Students feel icebreakers are fun and help them to relax before 

getting into heavier conversations.
• Icebreakers helped participants to get to know each other.
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 11
Ultimate aim: You monitor engagement ratings in observations of each cohort. 
Cohorts A and B were conducted prior to the icebreaker strategy. Is your 
strategy meeting the aim?
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Thinking Time – Group Chat Question 11

What do you do about this new practice? Do you 
maintain it? Abandon it? 
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Scenario recap

• Challenge: Students aren’t participating in discussions.
• SMART aim: Increase the average engagement rating from 

observations by 1 point by end of next semester.
• Implemented strategy: Start sessions with icebreakers.
• Road test findings: The strategy is feasible to implement and 

appears to increase feelings of belonging.
• Monitoring assessment: Implementing the practice did not 

improve average engagement ratings, but participants 
responded well to the icebreakers.

• Next step: We will keep the strategy, but try a new strategy to 
continue to work on improving engagement.



Questions, Comments, Other Thoughts
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Resources and Next Steps
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Resources 
• General CQI resources

• Learn, Innovate, Improve (LI2)
• RAND’s Getting to Outcomes CQI approach
• PDSA background
• Carnegie Foundation’s improvement science approach (geared 

toward education, but relevant for youth programs)
• More on the tools

• Road test primer
• PDSA worksheet
• Exit ticket primer
• Observation for improvement template

https://www.mathematica.org/toolkits/li-squared
https://www.rand.org/pubs/tools/TL259/step-09.html
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/HowtoImprove/ScienceofImprovementTestingChanges.aspx
https://www.edx.org/micromasters/michiganx-leading-educational-innovation
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/opre/road_test_brief_final_b508.pdf
https://www.albany.edu/sph/cphce/neo_public/PDSAWorksheet%20.docx
http://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/exit-ticket
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J_wsSl31lnpdzXiRM5Kxq9GklGg4THxw/view
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Resources 

• Online collaboration programs:
• Mural
• Miro
• Stormboard

• Online polling and brief surveys
• Mentimeter
• Poll Everywhere

https://www.mural.co/?utm_source=adwords&utm_term=mural&utm_medium=ppc&utm_campaign=TEST+1&hsa_src=g&hsa_ver=3&hsa_ad=316812781406&hsa_mt=e&hsa_cam=1607635412&hsa_tgt=kwd-92263170&hsa_acc=9046011228&hsa_kw=mural&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_grp=61957888966&gclid=Cj0KCQjwhZr1BRCLARIsALjRVQMfdtJgGwHO_BloPNS8fFb0VqGtzy8Sb6A1f6dppTWew0Pzglwj-sUaAh6UEALw_wcB
https://miro.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Branded-Miro&utm_term=miro&utm_content=336809144358&xuid=Cj0KCQjwhZr1BRCLARIsALjRVQMbhMBno4b-pFe2fvJcQwF34KDZMNMUqgMa6VYX8-_m_gUsOwb1jeUaAtQDEALw_wcB&gclid=Cj0KCQjwhZr1BRCLARIsALjRVQMbhMBno4b-pFe2fvJcQwF34KDZMNMUqgMa6VYX8-_m_gUsOwb1jeUaAtQDEALw_wcB
https://stormboard.com/
https://www.mentimeter.com/
https://www.polleverywhere.com/?ref=PIW0qgbZ&campaignid=9995717487&adgroupid=102219838233&keyword=poll%20everywhere&matchtype=e&device=c&keywordid=aud-602677925882:kwd-304786950627&gclid=Cj0KCQjww_f2BRC-ARIsAP3zarFFSEWZ9JehiPzxG6b_pKD5ZXo75mm-GvYJx1DFvPXvnF5Hy59SQIQaAp3wEALw_wcB


Next steps

We are available for additional support!
• To request individual support, email SRAETA@mathematica-mpr.com
• Attend forthcoming office hours to discuss CQI with SRAENE team and 

other grantees
Next webinar: 

• Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020
• Topic: Building an Improvement Culture
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mailto:SRAETA@mathematica-mpr.com
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Contact information

• Send questions, comments, concerns to the SRAE mailbox:

SRAETA@mathematica-mpr.com

mailto:SRAETA@mathematica-mpr.com
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